
Teaching resources on Equality Diversity 
and Inclusion for Psychology 

 

Reporting standards for psychological studies 

The Journal Article Reporting Standards for Race, Ethnicity, and Culture (JARS-REC) are new standards 

within APA style JARS that address the discussion of race, ethnicity, and culture in scientific 

manuscripts in the field of Psychology. These were released in 2023 and have been theoretically 

informed by a team of Scholars.  

Some of the terminology is USA specific, but this is still a very useful resource to check when writing 

manuscripts, or sharing with students to encourage inclusive writing and thinking about studies 

contextualised in Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion (EDI) issues. The guidance is also useful for study 

reviewers.  

Some key aspects of the guide include: 

• Ensuring that if a study highlights constructs of race, ethnicity and culture, then they are 

pertinent to the actual study. 

• That authors of studies focused on particular ethnic groups are themselves members or that 

group or have consulted members of that particularly community. Authors may also wish to 

co-create research with that community and/or invite them to be co-authors.  

• Authors must be mindful about generalisability of psychological theory towards people of 

colour, and review the literature accordingly. Similarly, authors must be mindful of systems of 

oppression and colonialism and potentially discuss how these systems intersect with their 

research findings.  

• When collecting data, authors should include a 'self describe' option for participants to 

define their identity wherever possible.  

https://apastyle.apa.org/jars/rec-table-1.pdf


Using bias free language  

Similarly, the APA also has a useful guide on Bias Free language. This guide helps to ensure language 

used to talk about racial and ethnic identity is bias free and promotes inclusivity and respect. Here 

are some useful pointers: 

• Ethnicity: shared cultural characteristics such as language, ancestry, practices, and beliefs.  

• Race: refers to physical differences that groups and cultures consider socially significant. This 

is generally considered to be a socially constructed term, and wherever possible staff and 

students should try to use ethnicity when considering group differences .  

The APA guide says it is fine to refer to race but it shouldn't be used as a way to impose racial labels 

on ethnic groups. Generally, it's always best to ensure you use language that participants use to 

describe themselves. Similarly, if you're collecting data on ethnicity, you may wish to include a free 

text box, rather than use a list of prescribed labels so that participants can self-define their identity. 

• Capitalise racial and ethnic terms: for example, "Black", "White" instead of "black" and 

"white". The capitalisation refers to proper nouns, indicating a social construct. Similarly, 

capitalise terms used for a specific group of people e.g. "Indigenous People", but use 

lowercase for people when describing persons who are from that group e.g. "the authors 

were all Indigenous people"  

Please be aware that once again, the guide is Americanised in its language, for example, in the UK 

the term "Black" is used over "African American".  

• Avoid essentialist language: For example phrases like "the Black race" are essentialist and 

portray groups monolithically, often perpetuating stereotypes.  

• Avoid writing about "minorities": Generally, there is growing preference to avoid using the 

term "minorities". This is because on its own, it may be viewed pejoratively as it is equated 

with being less than. However it is acceptable to refer to a "minority group" - a population 

subgroup with ethnic, racial, social, religious or other characteristics. Terms such as 

underrepresented or underserved are also acceptable. Please note however, that terms like 

this are constantly evolving. When talking collectively about non-White populations, the term 

"global majority" is often preferred.  

Inclusive Language  

The APA have released their second edition of inclusive language guidance. This is a very useful 

glossary of terms written to raise awareness, direct learning and teaching and support the use of 

culturally sensitive terms and phrases that focus on the perspectives of those who have historically 

been marginalised. Once again, the guide concentrates on language used in the US context. There 

are current plans from the BPS to release a version focused on the UK context so watch this space! 

https://apastyle.apa.org/style-grammar-guidelines/bias-free-language/racial-ethnic-minorities
https://www.apa.org/about/apa/equity-diversity-inclusion/language-guidelines
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If you have any further resources that could benefit this resource, please contact zayba.ghazali-
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